
Save money
by reducing 

non-retreadable
tires and ERS calls.

Increase technician 
productivity with 

digital inspections 
and electronic 

reports.

Stay compliant and 
increase driver 

safety by optimizing 
your fleet’s tire 
management.

Proactively address 
tire pressure issues 

with an automated 
task list that updates 

in real-time.

In-Yard TPMS 
Monitoring

External or Internal Sensors, 
Router & Optional Repeater

Digital
Inspections

Bluetooth Tread Depth 
and/or Pressure Gauge

+

IntelliTire
Application

For Phone, Tablet & Desktop

IntelliTireTM Tire Management

4 Key Reports & Alerts for Fleet Managers & Dealers

Fleet Inspection 
Summary

Missed Vehicles 
Report

Immediate Needs 
Reports

Proven to reduce tire related downtime by up to 46%
Durable | Quick Install | Simple to Manage

An automated tire management platform built to reduce tire 
costs, increase labor productivity and keep fleets running safely.

Tire Observation 
Alert



Digital Inspections

Bluetooth connected Tread depth & 
Pressure gauges for Easy Digital 

inspections within the IntelliTire App 

Internal Sensors

For harsh/rough environments or 
high heat applications (Landfill, 

aggregate, etc )

IntelliTireTM Solution Flexibility

Solution Flexibility to serve all fleet customers

External Sensors

Easy Install (Valve mount - 8mm socket)
Easy sensor management.

Tested durability and accuracy.

Yard-Monitoring TPMS

For Domiciled fleets where the vehicles come back to 
the fleet yard.

Plug-&-Play Router is installed where the vehicles 
frequent for more than 2 minutes within 150’.

Real-Time TPMS

Simple 2 wire install. (12VDC+ and Ground)
Geotab integration using Bluetooth IoX add-on.

(no programming needed, no in-cab wire routing)

Fuel Island
placement.

FAQs
What is the range of the sensor?
 The sensors transmit at 433MHz like many standard vehicle key fobs and garage door openers. Typical range is 150-200 feet.

What is the accuracy of the sensor/solution?
 The sensor accuracy is +/- 2PSI.
 The sensor and application calculates a “cold inflation pressure” to be displayed based on the sensor air temperature and the ambient 

temperature. If a tire is HOT (likely driven on recently) the gauge pressure will measure higher due to the nature of Pressure and 
Temperature. 

What is the battery life on the sensor?
 The battery is designed to last in operation between 5-7 years.

What is the temperature range of the sensors?
 The sensors were tested according to SAE standards during development for operation between -40°C and 120°C  (-40°F – 250°F).
 Fleets should be cognoscente of direct brake heat (sensors touching the brake drum) when installing on inner dual applications.

Can I inflate the tire through the sensor?
 Yes, The sensor has flow through technology so that the tire can be serviced without removal if needed.


